BEHR MARQUEE® Interior & Exterior Paints are one-coat hide* products that bring your vision to life while reducing your time and paint use. Available in more than 1,000 interior colors and more than 700 exterior colors, MARQUEE Paint & Primer delivers lasting beauty and durability that will keep your space looking fresh for years to come.

MARQUEE® Interior Paint

Guaranteed One Coat Hide in 1000+ Colors®
Advanced Stain-Blocking Paint & Primer®
Exceptional Durability & Stain Resistance
Scrubbable, Easy-Clean Finish

MARQUEE® Exterior Paint

Guaranteed One Coat Hide in 700+ Colors®
Advanced Stain-Blocking Paint & Primer®
Exceptional Resistance to Dirt & Fading
Resists Rain Shortly After Application
Low Temperature Application

Available in these finishes:

- Matte
- Eggshell Enamel
- Satin Enamel
- Semi-Gloss Enamel

Also available - MARQUEE Ceiling Paint & Primer®

- Low VOC, 100% Acrylic
- Antimicrobial-Mildew Resistant Paint Finish

* A primer coat may be needed on some surfaces. See back label for details.

* Guaranteed one-coat hide excludes ULTRA PURE WHITE®, colors outside of the MARQUEE One-Coat Color Collection and all other interior and exterior colors that have not been included as one-coat hide from other BEHR palettes.

Multiple coats required when: 1) Painting over uncoated, porous, heavily textured or repaired exterior surfaces. 2) Over woods that contain tannins such as redwood or cedar. 3) Applying over heavy stains, which may require spot priming, multiple coats, and/or longer dry time. Two coats are also recommended for optimal durability when painting exterior surfaces.